
The
Start 

 Rachel Cargle brings her anti-racism work offline and into an intimate & intensive conversation
exploring race, white supremacy, feminism and the work we must all do to be a part of the

solution. This three hour workshop will consist of a meaningful conversation with Rachel utilizing
a curated curriculum she has developed just for this event.  Critical dialogue, small group

discussions, worksheets, visuals &take-home materials for continued study and implementation.  

3 hours of workshopping directly with Rachel and her
materials  

Workbook included which will be used during the  event  and includes
take home materials for continued  work and implementation  

Visual and audio enhancements keeping presentation
fresh and interesting 

Rachel's work is rooted in providing tools and resources to help facilitate meaningful conversation around the
intersection of race and womanhood. An activist and writer, Rachel has developed a passionate community of
over 130 thousand people who learn from her work.  Currently living in NYC, Rachel is a student at Columbia

University where she studies anthropology and women's studies.  
Rachel serves as a co-chair for the young professional's board at The Ms. Foundation For Women and is the

founder and editor of the State Of The Woman Newsletter. She is also one half of The Ripple, an activist
collective founded after the 2016 election giving women a launching pad to make ripples in their community  

130k+ followers  
on IG 

3k community  
on FB 

Work supported by: Glennon
Doyle, Brene Brown, 

 Cheryl Stayed, Melissa Hartwig 

AN ANTI RACISM INTENSIVE WORKSHOP
LED BY RACHEL CARGLE 



Getting Me To  
your city  

Thank you so much for your interest in having me in your city for conversation and community around these
issues that matter so much. Being able to do this work is such a gift and I look forward to telling you how

things work on my end so that we can come together and #DoTheWork exactly where you are! 
 As a college student and a writer, I will need support in getting to you are making this thing happen.  Below

I've laid things out on how we get started. 

Point of contact.  
You're my person! You don't have to be a professional event planner or a full
time activitst to be on board to get this lecture to the community you live in. Just
be willing to do the work to make it happen.  

Travel Logistics 
It is the responsibility of the hosting community to get me to where they are. This
includes flights to and from NYC, ground transportation, one night of board and a
small per diem for my meals.  

My presentation includes my hour and 20-minute lecture plus 30 minutes of
meaningful community conversation and access to my post-event lecture notes
for all who are in attendance. 

My Presentation 

Speakers Fee / Ticket Sales 
This work is a boatload of emotional and intellectual labor. My team manages all ticket
sales through Eventbrite at $130 per person. This is considered the
honorarium, separate from travel costs.  

Ready to make this happen? Shoot me an email at rachel@rachelcargle.com and
let me know that you've looked over these high-level details and I can answer

any questions you've got so far. Then we can get to digging into the good stuff.
Setting a date, seeking a location, setting up ticket sales and making this thing

real in your city!   


